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Safety Barriers
and Bollards
From A-SAFE

Safety barriers are an effective way of protecting and safeguarding employees,
essential equipment, buildings and structures from workplace accidents and
damage from vehicle traffic.
For example, safety barriers provide complete pedestrian segregation from
workplace vehicles. In the event a driver loses control the polymer barriers will
absorb and dissipate the impact energy along the rails and posts.

Approximately 50 people are killed each year
and more than 5,000 injured in accidents
involving workplace transport in the UK.*

Your Special Offer

Product Range

As an Allianz customer, you can:

Our preferred supplier, A-SAFE, manufacture, install
and service a range of fixed barriers, bollards, and
protectors, designed to protect clients across a
range of industries and sectors.

•	receive an exclusive 10% discount on our preferred
supplier’s products and 10% on all parts in respect
of servicing
•	enjoy discounted products from a world-leader in
workplace protection, including traffic and pedestrian
segregation; building and equipment protection;
corridor and wall protection; and car park protection
•	
get a complete nationwide service – expert installation
and surveying teams to help equip your facility with
the highest standard in workplace safety solutions.

*Source: www.bsigroup.com

All A-SAFE products are tested and verified by TUV,
a leading inspection and product certification
specialist.
They’re also fully compliant with the British
Standard PAS 13:2107 Code of Practice for Safety
Barriers used in Traffic Management within the
Workplace Environment, and come with the
reassurance of having the highest performance
testing in the market.

A-SAFE products include:
Barriers – a range of pedestrian, traffic, high-level,
kerb, rack-end, rack uprights and car park barriers,
designed to segregate pedestrians, define walkways,
prevent damage from impacting vehicles, and
dangerous toppling.
Bollards – a fixed bollard system designed to protect
structures and equipment from impact damage, and
provide a robust physical presence to prevent access
or guide vehicles and pedestrians.
Protectors – rack leg protectors defend vulnerable
racking uprights by absorbing impacts and
preventing damage that can compromise the
integrity of an entire racking structure.
Guards – a range of column and wall guards,
designed to protect vulnerable columns, building
supports, structures, and walls from vehicle
collisions and impacts at higher levels from taller
hand propelled machinery.

Contact Information
To receive your Allianz discount, reference
‘Allianz’ and provide your Allianz policy
number when you contact A-SAFE.
T: 01422 331133
E: sales@asafe.co.uk
www.asafe.com
A-SAFE
Ainley House
Ainleys Industrial Estate
Elland
Halifax
HX5 9JP
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Plates – a range of dock rollers and trailer plates,
designed for zones where maintaining a length of
barrier is essential for segregation and protection
purposes, and to bridge the gap between HGVs
and the loading zone floor, ensuring an even and
supported surface.
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